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Abstract:
In recent time, precisely after the inauguration of the Nigerian’s third Chief Executive 
President, Alhaji Umaru Musa Yar’adua, he made a promise to Nigerians, to reform 
the Nation’s Electoral System. His promise was as a result of intimidation, harassment, 
falsification of results and other vices being aided by some law enforcement agents
and INEC officials, the practices which have eaten deep into the Nation’s political life. 
It is no longer a promise now for he had gone a long way in inaugurating the Electoral 
Reform Committee which had already sworn into action. This done, one now begins 
to ask, after the committee’s work, what next? What actually is Nigeria’s Problem? 
Why can’t Nigeria be politically stable? How could Nigerians be assured that After 
“Yar’adua’s Reform”, there should not be another? All these questions and more 
prompted this paper. In contributing to this most pressing need of Nigeria, the writer 
tried to let Nigerians know who the diviners were, why the Igbo people and of course, 
other Nigeria’s  visited them, the diviner’s contributions to the political life of the 
Igbo and of course how he felt that  recognition of these people and their works by the 
Nigerian Governments at all levels and inculcating them in the present electoral 
reform, should help Nigeria and Nigerians enjoy peaceful political atmosphere for 
positive growth of Nigerian economy. It is therefore suggested that the diviners whom 
many Nigerians: educated, uneducated, Christians, Muslims, politicians, young and 
old, did consult for their private problems, be accorded official recognition for 
optimal realization of political stability in Nigeria.   

Introduction:
As the world was said to be a global village, Nigeria was making every effort

to survive as a nation.   These efforts of Nigeria which might be likened to that of a 
foetus performing every rite in order to be counted in the next population census of its 
mother’s environment was being disturbed by inadequate political policies.  

Nigerian’s problem was not religious, economic or social. Its problem was a 
political one. Politics as known was “…the way a people organises their social life, 
with respect to the system of rules and procedures for regulating the mode of social 
relationship. (Anidobe, 63). In this sense, the set rules were formulated, promoted and 
enforced by a recognized system of authority. The aim basically was to ensure that 
there was order and promotion of the welfare of all, bound together in such a social 
relationship. When a people were in such a social relationship, they were said to be in 
harmony with the statement of Seremy Benthem in a political association and quoted 
by Nwala thus: “This political association does not need to be formally declared to 
have come into existence before we know it exists” (164). A people might be brought 
together through a natural evolutionary process or through force but Nigeria’s case 
was through colonial force.

However, Nigerians overtly or covertly had accepted living together as a 
nation but being haunted by political upheavals prompted by fraudulent electoral 
process. As a concerned Nigerian, this writer would not like to be part of what Eboh 
foresaw and laments thus:
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The future will have no pity for those who, processing the 
expectorial privileges of being able to speak  words of 
truth to their oppressors, have taken up refuge in the 
attitudes of passivity, of mute indifference and sometime 
of cold complicity(41).  

He did not like to sit down and watch history repeat itself in Nigeria in the pretence 
that the Electoral Reform Committee set up by the president, Alhaji. Umaru Musa 
Yar’adua had finished and submitted its report. He therefore wanted to sell the Igbo 
electoral system especially the role of diviners to all Nigerians for consideration and 
inclusion in the Electoral Reform Report. The point here was that “… in the glorious 
mosaic of Nigerian political process, ethnic cultures contain salient values which 
could be tapped for the benefit of all” (Coleman, 17). The Igbo might lack the tact of 
the Hausa and the diplomacy of the Yoruba but he had contributions to make.

Igbo Electoral Process:
Among the Igbo, a leader must be honest, fair minded and yet firm. “His 

tongue must be like tiger-sharp and strong” (Kalu, 16). A titled person is hedged by 
taboos from corrupting influences and conversations and with ritual purity. The Igbo 
revere long life and dignity because old age is perceived as nearness to ancestral 
spirits – the extra source of wisdom. According to Kalu, “Achievement could propel 
one into governance just as ritual ability in herbs, medicine or divination” (16). Such 
aggressive values and quest for status put some pressure on the quality of leadership. 
A leader could not afford to be weak or authoritarian. Even in the monarchical system, 
one aspect of the ritual of coronation was designed to teach the king that as he owned 
the people, the people also owned him. Provisions therefore were made for consulting 
the people.

In view of these, the traditional Igbo people used to involve diviners in their 
electoral process. It has to be noted here that in Igbo world view, what made a people, 
a family (extended), homestead, kindred, village or town included the living, the 
unborn and the dead or ancestors. The Igbo therefore, did not abandon or negate the 
interests of the dead and the unborn in whatever they did, their political life inclusive. 
In support of this, Aguwa asserts that “Quite unlike the Jewish concept of the chosen 
people of Yahweh and in Islam where faith constitutes the basis of community, the 
Igbo idea of community consists of the living, the dead and the yet unborn” (27). It 
then happened that as the living individuals physically participated in the political 
process of the Igbo, the other two groups did so spiritually. The question then was,
how did the Igbo ascertain the minds of the members of the two groups? This was 
done through the instrumentality of divination performed by diviners.

As Fortes explains, “… the ancestor … is … an organic member of the 
community of the living, he is one of the hunks in the chain” (24). The people were 
only the physical members of the community and they were spiritually and morally in 
intimate and active union with the ancestors. Aguwa says that the union is so vital that 
severance of any part would result into crises and disharmony. The union fosters a 
theocratic tension since the aura of the ancestors exist a dominant presence of the 
supernatural and the sacred.

To avoid this ugly trend therefore, the Igbo consulted the diviners in matters 
concerning election or replacement in any office. This helped them to also know 
whom the ancestors chose especially where there were quarrels. They also consulted
diviners sometimes before the actual voting time. When this was done, solidarity was 
assured in the polity as the minds of the ancestors were also sought.
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According to Anyanwu, “… solidarity was also emphasized and utilized 
during moments of crises in the Igbo communities” (36). Just as consensus was 
stressed in decisions about peaceful endeavours so it was with situations of crises and 
all sorts of “palaver”. Solidarity was taken into account in the resolution of conflict 
and general settlement of disputes. Consequently, conflict situations were seen as 
threats to solidarity and consensus was insisted on by all members of each unit and 
segment of the society on all matters relating to war, crises and palaver. Where 
consensus failed, diviners were invited to say the minds of the ancestors who were 
superior to the living and their words were final. This was so because no one person 
(no matter his social or political status) had the power and authority to either order 
any Igbo socio-political unit to war or the cessation of hostilities without due 
agreement within the relevant unit. Any one who attempted to do so would work 
against the solidarity of the group. It then meant that solidarity was basic to the 
organisation of Igbo society of all times and in all situations hence the invitation of 
the ancestors in matters concerning them through the diviners in the process of 
divination.

Who Are The Diviners?
Divination as a concept had been a controversial issue especially among the 

Christian faithful in Igbo land. Nevertheless, the urge to discover or demystify the 
unknown remained strong among the adherents of various religions and this was why 
ambivalence was now in vogue in Igbo land. Indeed, divination had become the basis 
for various human actions and decisions making in both traditional and modern 
Christian societies. Many of the day to day problems of village and city life were 
resolved by consulting the diviner who “…will guide them through to a solution” 
(Booth, 98).

From the beginning of creation, the Igbo forebears sought to control their 
environment. They did this through manipulating the supernatural, through the 
explanations of how or why things happened the way they did, and through the 
prediction of future events. “Prediction of events was done through divination” 
(Anedo, 15) by diviners.

Oxtoby describes divination as “…the search for information about the causes 
of present conditions or about what to expect in the future” (331). The information
was sought from the spirit through the medium ship of an expert known as a diviner. 
Understandably the diviner had a special ability including extra-super–sensory 
perception of symbols and events which enabled him to make utterances that 
disclosed certain patterns of actions that those who consulted him or her should 
follow. Parrinder sees divination, the work of diviners as “… the means through 
which the diviners seek to interpret the mysteries of life, give guidance in daily affairs 
and settle disputes to uncover the past and look into the future” (137). The implication 
was that they did not only interpret the minds of the spirit, they also advised and 
prescribed solution to the impinging problems. In consonance with this, Njoku 
explains that “… divination entails the use of spiritual foresights to reconnect the past, 
foretell the future, and read the figure both on earth and in the spirit world. The 
spiritual foresight was what made the diviners different from ordinary person because 
the ordinary person needed to possess the spiritual foresight in order to decipher any 
spiritual message.

As the result of the diviners’ foresight, Afigbo recognised them “… among 
religious specialists individuals who by virtue of their innate abilities or extensive 
training have the power to mediate between humanity and supernatural being”
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(Bentley & Ziegler, 510). Diviners were regarded as intelligent people, usually men 
though sometimes women as well, who understood clearly the networks of political, 
social, economical and psychological relationships within their communities. 
Divination according to Miller, is “… the manipulation of the supernatural to discover 
concealed information” (300).From the above, it was seen that divination was a 
particular category of ritual that functioned to maintain social order. This was why 
Read sees divination as “… the act or art of trying to foretell the future or the 
unknown” (373). Only the diviners through divination can dispel the insecurity of the 
future. In concert with Read, Benton sees divination as “… the process of obtaining 
knowledge of secrete or future things from contact with supernatural or divine 
sources” (506). It was a process in that the diviner used to undergo several stages of 
actions in order to achieve the result for which the client(s) came to him.

Having studied who the diviners were by examining their work which was 
divination, it was clear that when one consulted a diviner, the ambiguous was 
disambiguated and thereby giving stability to the unstabled mind and unstabled 
society. 

Why do People Visit the Diviners?
Among the Igbo, it was discovered that nothing happens for nothing. An Igbo 

proverb which makes this clear runs thus: Awo anaghi agba oso ehihie n’efu – A 
toad does not run in day light without a cause. There were so many reasons why 
people resorted to divination. One of the reasons was to help them maintain 
favourable relationship with their ancestors in order to be sure of the ancestors’ help 
in solving numerous problems. This was because in most cases, diviners helped
people in different dimensions to get rid of their problems. For example, if a particular 
god was offended, the diviners helped the affected person to solve the problem likely 
to result from that. The problem of men was reduced through that way. To the 
traditional Igbo people, diviners were indispensable and that was why they sought the 
diviners’ help whenever the need arises. Sieber understands it well as he says, “In the 
circle of life, the diviner is consulted in time of trouble in order to understand why 
misfortune occurred and how to prevent its re-occurrence” (74). When issues became 
complex to a group of people, they always consulted diviners.

Some of those complex life issues included barrenness, death during child 
birth, miscarriage, disaster in business like loss of money, theft and illness. Other 
situations included wooing a girl for marriage and embarking on any project. 
Sometimes the diviners prescribed some propitiatory sacrifices either to ward off the 
evil or to appease the disembodied spirits which were believed to cause the 
misfortune. It was discovered that sometimes some spirits such as wicked deities, 
charms and human souls separated from the bodies inhabiting them caused havoc
throughout a community. To stop this, the answer was to consult a diviner whose 
work it was to prescribe propitiatory sacrifice to settle the spirits so that they would 
remain calm. Anekwe admits that “… the problems of man are reduced through 
divination” (24). Problems were made lighter or erased completely by divining rightly 
about them.

Among the Igbo, any woman who encountered series of miscarriages always 
sought the help of diviners. This was so because it was believed that a particular spirit 
or evil person could be responsible for such misfortune. Often times when diviners 
were consulted, the causes of ill-luck were uncovered and the right sacrifice offered. 
On this, Bascon says that “… one may consult diviners as to know which spirit one 
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should approach for a particular purpose” (36). Without this, one might take a wrong 
approach to that problem.

Among the Igbo, young men consulted diviners when they wanted wooing a 
girl for marriage. Supporting this, Anielo says, “It is believed that before ever couples 
come in contact, the spirits of our forefathers must be consulted” (25). This was 
because they believed that the ancestors’ decisions should be final with regard to the 
marital problems. Where the diviner recommended such marriage, the couples to be 
would go on to fulfil all rites and live together. But if the couple could not make a 
happy home, the marriage proposed should be cancelled. Here Mbiti does not mince 
words by saying, “When a major family decision is about to be made, or when there is 
a major illness, we consult the diviners” (104). Igbo people resorted to divination 
when any particular family, clan, village, or town was lagging behind others 
economically, socially or otherwise. Such community did that in order to find the 
cause of their problems. They also consulted diviners when they wanted to embark on 
projects like building of houses, buying a car and travelling to far place like overseas. 
They did that to find out the prospects of such projects.

The course of a person’s life would be altered not only by freely perpetrated 
acts and the uncontrolled assaults of malignant entities but also through 
prognostication. Igbo people were always on their guard to prevent such in their lives. 
That was why they consulted diviners even when they had no problem. In consonance 
with this, Bascon says, “The person who desires knowledge of events to come so that 
he may avoid harm and increase the benefit in store for him, consult a diviner”(283).
This diviner gained insight from Abasi through the intercession of the spirits of 
divination. However, success at foretelling the future depended upon previous acts of 
the client as well as upon ritualistic perfection exercised by the diviner.

Ifemesia says, “… some times heads were chosen by divination” (73). Of 
course this step was normally taken in most communities among the Igbo whenever 
succession for a vacant seat existed in order to avoid choosing a wrong person and 
therefore maintain peace among citizenry. By this action, any obscurity in one’s view 
about anything was cleared and progress ensured. However, in any circumstance, 
divination served as the last resort in solving problems.

Diviners Contributions to Political Life of the Igbo:
Divination in Igbo society was very well established and it was very much 

believed in. The day to day life of an average Igbo man was consciously or 
unconsciously guided by the quest for the knowledge of the future. The Igbo strongly 
believed that, whatever happened to them must have some link with the spirit world 
hence the need for inquiring into the causes of events.

Kalu says that “At the core of Igbo political culture was the value placed on 
the human life – life was held as sacred and supreme” (15). The people therefore 
cultivated political values to ensure a leadership which would preserve life and 
property ranging from the family to the general society. The Igbo therefore in order to 
have a preserved environment of peace in their polity, recognized the contributions of 
diviners and as such, did not leave them in taking important decisions.

When a family found itself in a long crises situation, the relations of such 
family used to consult a diviner who was an interpreter to the unseen beings. The 
diviner did not stop there. He went on to calm the spirits in charge of the crises or 
advised the family concerned on the way forward. According to Arinze  “The dibia is 
a specialist who tells future, seeks to discover secrets, gives general spiritual advice 
especially about sacrifices, and offers sacrifices to the evil spirits” (67).
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No community among the Igbo would like to involve itself in war with 
another community without first seek advice from the diviner whose work it was to 
inquire of the ancestors’ support. If the ancestors did not give approval of the venture, 
the community would resolve to seek for alternative no matter what it might cost them. 
No one rejected the advice of the diviners as such led one to more serious problems. 
This was why Arinze says that “A dibia is generally respected in his village or town”
(67). Many of them had wide fames and received clients from a radius of sixty miles 
or more in modern times. Arinze  goes farther to say that “If the diviner dictates that 
spirit wants a certain Iroko tree for his shrine, the rights of the owner(s) of this tree 
ceases ipso facto” (107). This showed how powerful and respectful diviners were in 
traditional Igbo society. And of course, the diviner would not like to make a mistake 
of deceiving the people for doing so, would lead him into a situation he would not like.

The Igbo people so much depended on the competent political advice of 
diviners that they took them as war battle field commanders to the extent that for them 
to resort to war, they must hear from the diviners. For instance, the researches of Prof. 
Afigbo as acknowledged by Isichei show that “…many groups in Onitsha, Awka, and 
Orlu areas which apparently did not resist the British at the time of Onitsha Hinter
land expectation of 1904 was, in fact, relying on the agency of dibia” (123).

The Expected Roles of the Diviners in the New Proposed Reformed Electoral 
Process :

Nigeria as a product of the West had never had it so good politically since the 
forced union of her several segments. This was not so before their contact with the 
West as “… what became Nigeria had known one another and had exchanged not 
only trade goods but customs and traditions” (Onyejekwe, 117), yet no cases of 
political intimidation despite their divergent tongues.

Sometimes people began to ask why it has been so. Where could it lead 
Nigeria to? These questions were really disturbing and whoever thought good for 
Nigeria could not keep quiet. Nigeria despite that it was not a collective bargaining of 
the entire nationalities to be one indivisible nation as it has been made by the British;
it has been a successful union of the various language groups

A relationship that is moving towards celebrating its centenary of existence 
could be said to be a wonderful one and could not afford mismanagement of its 
political affairs. This has been the reason one believes, why the President, Alhaji 
Umaru Musa Yar’adua thought it wise to inaugurate the Electoral Reform Committee 
that had already completed and submitted its report.

Since the report has not been signed into law, this paper will still be valued. It 
is at the right time for Nigeria had had several unsuccessful elections because the 
people assigned to manage the elections were corrupt. They therefore mismanaged the 
nation’s electoral process and as such producing Governments that generated 
controversy which further gave rise to mismanagement of the nation’s resources.

As corrupt as the Electoral Officers were, they therefore evolved evil practices 
that disenfranchised many people during the elections leading to recording of few 
voters at the election days. According to Rode, “The most obvious measure of 
democracy is universal suffrage; the right of all citizens to vote” (1983). This is 
obtainable in United States, Britain, France, Germany to say but a few while it is 
reverse in Nigeria. The Electoral Officers of Nigeria did not only disenfranchise many 
of the possible voters by their actions, they went on pronouncing results different 
from the actual results recorded at the polling boots if any. This was the beginning of 
Nigeria’s political problems. The politicians having been fraudulently announced 
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winners of various political positions and subsequently sworn into offices, they felt 
that they were not accountable to the people with the feeling that no one voted them in, 
and therefore did any thing they could to impoverish the people they supposed to 
protect by mismanaging every thing including human beings.

Now that Nigeria has another opportunity to reform her electoral process, 
Nigeria should borrow a leaf from the traditional Igbo electoral process whereby the 
diviners were not left out. According to Oriaku, “One of the ways through which 
Government ensures that elections are free and fair is the establishment of an 
independent non-political organization known as Electoral Commission”(179). It was 
true that some of the federating units in Nigeria were republicans before the 
amalgamation of 1914. It should also be understood that their way of appointing
electoral and judicial officers were different from present Nigeria way as inherited 
from her colonial masters. Nigeria should learn from China that believes that 
modernity should move along with the old. She should not undermine the role of 
diviners during the appointment of Electoral Officers.

Involving diviners when appointing Electoral Officers means that whoever 
that is entrusted with the appointment, have to nominate possible candidates who will 
now be subjected to spiritual scrutiny. Spiritual scrutiny to be done by diviners 
through the process of divination is to seek the views of the nation’s ancestors on the 
capability of the nominated candidates, in handling the huge electoral works and 
resisting all possible temptations that might come his or her way to pervert the noble 
ideas of Nigeria’s founding fathers.

It should be born in mind that this nation belongs to both the living and the 
dead and of course, the dead (the ancestors of this nation) who are higher than the 
living know better and should therefore make better choices. It then means that 
whoever the diviners choose by inquiring of the spirits through divination, will 
perform better. Nigerians should not think that the founding fathers of their 
independence are dead and are no longer part of Nigeria. They are at Aso Rock Villa 
and at the state and local government houses guiding and watching the leaders. 

The process of spiritual scrutiny should also be extended to different parties’ 
nominees for election proper. This will ensure that all the candidates from all the 
political parties are credible people, that whoever gets the people’s votes, much 
should be expected of he or her. And of course when the elected officers are subjected 
to such scrutiny, when they want to select the team with which they would like to 
work with, they will extend same to them, thereby having full confidence of the 
members of their teams.   

In support of this, Zahan says that “There is need to consult a diviner to find 
out what would become of the journey, different ways to safety…” (p.90) Nigeria’s 
electoral reform is like a journey of course and the personalities to be appointed need 
to be scrutinized by credible diviners. It should be understood that the outcome of 
Nigeria’s Anglophone nearest neighbour, Ghana’s recent election was predicted by a 
Seer, Prophet Joshua as testified by present Ghanaian President, Prof John Atama in 
Emmanuel Television. Also Juhan Jayne (on the web, retrieved on the 20th march, 
2007) and quoted by Anedo, confirms that “Chinese Government planning relied on 
divination for long range strategy” (p.38).It is believed that if Nigerian Government 
should involve diviners in her electoral process as the idea of appointing officers 
without first inquiring or seeking the opinion of the nation’s ancestors is alien to 
African political culture hence crises prone electoral process in Nigeria.
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Conclusion:
By all implications, Nigeria is the pride of Africa except in organization of her 

elections. It is clear that the beginning of declaring a nation as giant of other nations is 
when that nation begins to conduct her elections effectively and efficiently. As at now, 
Nigeria lacks this quality due to faulty electoral process and as such, should not be 
proclaimed giant of Africa. Once she can not stand on her two legs in election matters, 
she is out of the game. For a nation to be stable, its electoral process must be stable. 
This is demanded of Nigeria today. For Nigeria to achieve this stride, she should go 
for apprenticeship under Ghana and South Africa, her African friends that conducted 
their elections free and fair. When Nigeria learns lessons from these two nations, they 
now sit down and evolve their own electoral process imbibing what this paper has 
suggested.

There is need to recognize the diviners and their activities by Government at 
all levels specially during the appointment of Electoral Officers, nominees from the 
political parties, members of Electoral Tribunals and for the conduct of elections
proper. This will go a long way in having credible elections and in giving sincere 
judgement over election cases that might arise if any in Nigeria. 

This should not end only in electoral process as corruption has eaten deep into 
the fabrics of Nigerian system. Recognition and employment of diviners and their 
activities in all Government ministries will help the government in planning and 
execution of government business. It will help on the security apparatus of the 
government and make the work of the judiciary easier. It will not only help in 
detecting or selecting qualified candidates to head all levels of government, it will 
play an advisory role in appointing ministers, commissioners and directors of boards 
of ministries.

In-as-much –as there are spirits that checkmate the activities of the diviners, 
government should create ministry of divination and or association of diviners. These 
agencies will then checkmate the activities of fraudulent ones. The government also 
has to create divination departments and or courses in divination in the nation’s 
universities. This will help the illiterate ones among them to be literate. It will 
therefore enhance their operation. Creation of courses in divination will also make it 
easy for those who may wish to learn the art of divination to do so. When more people 
learn about the language and interpretation of the signs, it will be difficult for experts 
in the field to defraud clients or be high jacked by politicians. Having gone far in this 
subject, it is interesting to state that a family, a community, and even a nation cannot 
afford mistakes in the management of their resources. Such mistakes lead a family, a 
people or a nation to crises. So to avoid this ugly trend, governments of the federation 
of Nigeria and other African countries should accord official recognition to diviners 
and their services especially as it concerns the electoral process, the success of which 
ensures stability in any nation. 
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In recent time, precisely after the inauguration of the Nigerian’s third Chief Executive President, Alhaji Umaru Musa Yar’adua, he made a promise to Nigerians, to reform the Nation’s Electoral System. His promise was as a result of intimidation, harassment, falsification of results and other vices being aided by some law enforcement agents and INEC officials, the practices which have eaten deep into the Nation’s political life. It is no longer a promise now for he had gone a long way in inaugurating the Electoral Reform Committee which had already sworn into action. This done, one now begins to ask, after the committee’s work, what next? What actually is Nigeria’s Problem? Why can’t Nigeria be politically stable? How could Nigerians be assured that After “Yar’adua’s Reform”, there should not be another? All these questions and more prompted this paper. In contributing to this most pressing need of Nigeria, the writer tried to let Nigerians know who the diviners were, why the Igbo people and of course, other Nigeria’s  visited them, the diviner’s contributions to the political life of the Igbo and of course how he felt that  recognition of these people and their works by the Nigerian Governments at all levels and inculcating them in the present electoral reform, should help Nigeria and Nigerians enjoy peaceful political atmosphere for positive growth of Nigerian economy. It is therefore suggested that the diviners whom many Nigerians: educated, uneducated, Christians, Muslims, politicians, young and old, did consult for their private problems, be accorded official recognition for optimal realization of political stability in Nigeria.   

Introduction:


As the world was said to be a global village, Nigeria was making every effort to survive as a nation.   These efforts of Nigeria which might be likened to that of a foetus performing every rite in order to be counted in the next population census of its mother’s environment was being disturbed by inadequate political policies.  


Nigerian’s problem was not religious, economic or social. Its problem was a political one. Politics as known was “…the way a people organises their social life, with respect to the system of rules and procedures for regulating the mode of social relationship. (Anidobe, 63). In this sense, the set rules were formulated, promoted and enforced by a recognized system of authority. The aim basically was to ensure that there was order and promotion of the welfare of all, bound together in such a social relationship. When a people were in such a social relationship, they were said to be in harmony with the statement of Seremy Benthem in a political association and quoted by Nwala thus: “This political association does not need to be formally declared to have come into existence before we know it exists” (164). A people might be brought together through a natural evolutionary process or through force but Nigeria’s case was through colonial force.



However, Nigerians overtly or covertly had accepted living together as a nation but being haunted by political upheavals prompted by fraudulent electoral process. As a concerned Nigerian, this writer would not like to be part of what Eboh foresaw and laments thus:



The future will have no pity for those who, processing the expectorial privileges of being able to speak  words of truth to their oppressors, have taken up refuge in the attitudes of passivity, of mute indifference and sometime of cold complicity(41).  


He did not like to sit down and watch history repeat itself in Nigeria in the pretence that the Electoral Reform Committee set up by the president, Alhaji. Umaru Musa Yar’adua had finished and submitted its report. He therefore wanted to sell the Igbo electoral system especially the role of diviners to all Nigerians for consideration and inclusion in the Electoral Reform Report. The point here was that “… in the glorious mosaic of Nigerian political process, ethnic cultures contain salient values which could be tapped for the benefit of all” (Coleman, 17). The Igbo might lack the tact of the Hausa and the diplomacy of the Yoruba but he had contributions to make.

Igbo Electoral Process:

Among the Igbo, a leader must be honest, fair minded and yet firm. “His tongue must be like tiger-sharp and strong” (Kalu, 16). A titled person is hedged by taboos from corrupting influences and conversations and with ritual purity. The Igbo revere long life and dignity because old age is perceived as nearness to ancestral spirits – the extra source of wisdom. According to Kalu, “Achievement could propel one into governance just as ritual ability in herbs, medicine or divination” (16). Such aggressive values and quest for status put some pressure on the quality of leadership. A leader could not afford to be weak or authoritarian. Even in the monarchical system, one aspect of the ritual of coronation was designed to teach the king that as he owned the people, the people also owned him. Provisions therefore were made for consulting the people.



In view of these, the traditional Igbo people used to involve diviners in their electoral process. It has to be noted here that in Igbo world view, what made a people, a family (extended), homestead, kindred, village or town included the living, the unborn and the dead or ancestors. The Igbo therefore, did not abandon or negate the interests of the dead and the unborn in whatever they did, their political life inclusive. In support of this, Aguwa asserts that “Quite unlike the Jewish concept of the chosen people of Yahweh and in Islam where faith constitutes the basis of community, the Igbo idea of community consists of the living, the dead and the yet unborn” (27). It then happened that as the living individuals physically participated in the political process of the Igbo, the other two groups did so spiritually. The question then was, how did the Igbo ascertain the minds of the members of the two groups? This was done through the instrumentality of divination performed by diviners.


As Fortes explains, “… the ancestor … is … an organic member of the community of the living, he is one of the hunks in the chain” (24). The people were only the physical members of the community and they were spiritually and morally in intimate and active union with the ancestors. Aguwa says that the union is so vital that severance of any part would result into crises and disharmony. The union fosters a theocratic tension since the aura of the ancestors exist a dominant presence of the supernatural and the sacred.



To avoid this ugly trend therefore, the Igbo consulted the diviners in matters concerning election or replacement in any office. This helped them to also know whom the ancestors chose especially where there were quarrels. They also consulted diviners sometimes before the actual voting time. When this was done, solidarity was assured in the polity as the minds of the ancestors were also sought. 



According to Anyanwu, “… solidarity was also emphasized and utilized during moments of crises in the Igbo communities” (36). Just as consensus was stressed in decisions about peaceful endeavours so it was with situations of crises and all sorts of “palaver”. Solidarity was taken into account in the resolution of conflict and general settlement of disputes. Consequently, conflict situations were seen as threats to solidarity and consensus was insisted on by all members of each unit and segment of the society on all matters relating to war, crises and palaver. Where consensus failed, diviners were invited to say the minds of the ancestors who were superior to the living and their words were final. This was so because no one person (no matter his social or political status) had the power and authority to either order any Igbo socio-political unit to war or the cessation of hostilities without due agreement within the relevant unit. Any one who attempted to do so would work against the solidarity of the group. It then meant that solidarity was basic to the organisation of Igbo society of all times and in all situations hence the invitation of the ancestors in matters concerning them through the diviners in the process of divination.

Who Are The Diviners?

Divination as a concept had been a controversial issue especially among the Christian faithful in Igbo land. Nevertheless, the urge to discover or demystify the unknown remained strong among the adherents of various religions and this was why ambivalence was now in vogue in Igbo land. Indeed, divination had become the basis for various human actions and decisions making in both traditional and modern Christian societies. Many of the day to day problems of village and city life were resolved by consulting the diviner who “…will guide them through to a solution” (Booth, 98).


From the beginning of creation, the Igbo forebears sought to control their environment. They did this through manipulating the supernatural, through the explanations of how or why things happened the way they did, and through the prediction of future events. “Prediction of events was done through divination” (Anedo, 15) by diviners.


Oxtoby describes divination as “…the search for information about the causes of present conditions or about what to expect in the future” (331). The information was sought from the spirit through the medium ship of an expert known as a diviner.  Understandably the diviner had a special ability including extra-super–sensory perception of symbols and events which enabled him to make utterances that disclosed certain patterns of actions that those who consulted him or her should follow. Parrinder sees divination, the work of diviners as “… the means through which the diviners seek to interpret the mysteries of life, give guidance in daily affairs and settle disputes to uncover the past and look into the future” (137). The implication was that they did not only interpret the minds of the spirit, they also advised and prescribed solution to the impinging problems. In consonance with this, Njoku explains that “… divination entails the use of spiritual foresights to reconnect the past, foretell the future, and read the figure both on earth and in the spirit world. The spiritual foresight was what made the diviners different from ordinary person because the ordinary person needed to possess the spiritual foresight in order to decipher any spiritual message. 


As the result of the diviners’ foresight, Afigbo recognised them “… among religious specialists individuals who by virtue of their innate abilities or extensive training have the power to mediate between humanity and supernatural being” (Bentley & Ziegler, 510). Diviners were regarded as intelligent people, usually men though sometimes women as well, who understood clearly the networks of political, social, economical and psychological relationships within their communities. Divination according to Miller, is “… the manipulation of the supernatural to discover concealed information” (300).From the above, it was seen that divination was a particular category of ritual that functioned to maintain social order. This was why Read sees divination as “… the act or art of trying to foretell the future or the unknown” (373). Only the diviners through divination can dispel the insecurity of the future. In concert with Read, Benton sees divination as “… the process of obtaining knowledge of secrete or future things from contact with supernatural or divine sources” (506). It was a process in that the diviner used to undergo several stages of actions in order to achieve the result for which the client(s) came to him.



Having studied who the diviners were by examining their work which was divination, it was clear that when one consulted a diviner, the ambiguous was disambiguated and thereby giving stability to the unstabled mind and unstabled society.  

Why do People Visit the Diviners?


Among the Igbo, it was discovered that nothing happens for nothing. An Igbo proverb which makes this clear runs thus: Awo anaghi agba oso ehihie n’efu – A toad does not run in day light without a cause. There were so many reasons why people resorted to divination. One of the reasons was to help them maintain favourable relationship with their ancestors in order to be sure of the ancestors’ help in solving numerous problems. This was because in most cases, diviners helped people in different dimensions to get rid of their problems. For example, if a particular god was offended, the diviners helped the affected person to solve the problem likely to result from that. The problem of men was reduced through that way. To the traditional Igbo people, diviners were indispensable and that was why they sought the diviners’ help whenever the need arises. Sieber understands it well as he says, “In the circle of life, the diviner is consulted in time of trouble in order to understand why misfortune occurred and how to prevent its re-occurrence” (74). When issues became complex to a group of people, they always consulted diviners.


Some of those complex life issues included barrenness, death during child birth, miscarriage, disaster in business like loss of money, theft and illness. Other situations included wooing a girl for marriage and embarking on any project. Sometimes the diviners prescribed some propitiatory sacrifices either to ward off the evil or to appease the disembodied spirits which were believed to cause the misfortune. It was discovered that sometimes some spirits such as wicked deities, charms and human souls separated from the bodies inhabiting them caused havoc throughout a community. To stop this, the answer was to consult a diviner whose work it was to prescribe propitiatory sacrifice to settle the spirits so that they would remain calm. Anekwe admits that “… the problems of man are reduced through divination” (24). Problems were made lighter or erased completely by divining rightly about them.



Among the Igbo, any woman who encountered series of miscarriages always sought the help of diviners. This was so because it was believed that a particular spirit or evil person could be responsible for such misfortune. Often times when diviners were consulted, the causes of ill-luck were uncovered and the right sacrifice offered. On this, Bascon says that “… one may consult diviners as to know which spirit one should approach for a particular purpose” (36). Without this, one might take a wrong approach to that problem.



Among the Igbo, young men consulted diviners when they wanted wooing a girl for marriage. Supporting this, Anielo says, “It is believed that before ever couples come in contact, the spirits of our forefathers must be consulted” (25). This was because they believed that the ancestors’ decisions should be final with regard to the marital problems. Where the diviner recommended such marriage, the couples to be would go on to fulfil all rites and live together. But if the couple could not make a happy home, the marriage proposed should be cancelled. Here Mbiti does not mince words by saying, “When a major family decision is about to be made, or when there is a major illness, we consult the diviners” (104). Igbo people resorted to divination when any particular family, clan, village, or town was lagging behind others economically, socially or otherwise. Such community did that in order to find the cause of their problems. They also consulted diviners when they wanted to embark on projects like building of houses, buying a car and travelling to far place like overseas. They did that to find out the prospects of such projects.



The course of a person’s life would be altered not only by freely perpetrated acts and the uncontrolled assaults of malignant entities but also through prognostication. Igbo people were always on their guard to prevent such in their lives. That was why they consulted diviners even when they had no problem. In consonance with this, Bascon says, “The person who desires knowledge of events to come so that he may avoid harm and increase the benefit in store for him, consult a diviner”(283). This diviner gained insight from Abasi through the intercession of the spirits of divination. However, success at foretelling the future depended upon previous acts of the client as well as upon ritualistic perfection exercised by the diviner.



Ifemesia says, “… some times heads were chosen by divination” (73). Of course this step was normally taken in most communities among the Igbo whenever succession for a vacant seat existed in order to avoid choosing a wrong person and therefore maintain peace among citizenry. By this action, any obscurity in one’s view about anything was cleared and progress ensured. However, in any circumstance, divination served as the last resort in solving problems.


Diviners Contributions to Political Life of the Igbo:

Divination in Igbo society was very well established and it was very much believed in. The day to day life of an average Igbo man was consciously or unconsciously guided by the quest for the knowledge of the future. The Igbo strongly believed that, whatever happened to them must have some link with the spirit world hence the need for inquiring into the causes of events.



Kalu says that “At the core of Igbo political culture was the value placed on the human life – life was held as sacred and supreme” (15). The people therefore cultivated political values to ensure a leadership which would preserve life and property ranging from the family to the general society. The Igbo therefore in order to have a preserved environment of peace in their polity, recognized the contributions of diviners and as such, did not leave them in taking important decisions.


When a family found itself in a long crises situation, the relations of such family used to consult a diviner who was an interpreter to the unseen beings. The diviner did not stop there. He went on to calm the spirits in charge of the crises or advised the family concerned on the way forward. According to Arinze  “The dibia is a specialist who tells future, seeks to discover secrets, gives general spiritual advice especially about sacrifices, and offers sacrifices to the evil spirits” (67).


No community among the Igbo would like to involve itself in war with another community without first seek advice from the diviner whose work it was to inquire of the ancestors’ support. If the ancestors did not give approval of the venture, the community would resolve to seek for alternative no matter what it might cost them. No one rejected the advice of the diviners as such led one to more serious problems. This was why Arinze says that “A dibia is generally respected in his village or town” (67). Many of them had wide fames and received clients from a radius of sixty miles or more in modern times. Arinze  goes farther to say that “If the diviner dictates that spirit wants a certain Iroko tree for his shrine, the rights of the owner(s) of this tree ceases ipso facto” (107). This showed how powerful and respectful diviners were in traditional Igbo society. And of course, the diviner would not like to make a mistake of deceiving the people for doing so, would lead him into a situation he would not like.



The Igbo people so much depended on the competent political advice of diviners that they took them as war battle field commanders to the extent that for them to resort to war, they must hear from the diviners. For instance, the researches of Prof. Afigbo as acknowledged by Isichei show that “…many groups in Onitsha, Awka, and Orlu areas which apparently did not resist the British at the time of Onitsha Hinter land expectation of 1904 was, in fact, relying on the agency of dibia” (123).

The Expected Roles of the Diviners in the New Proposed Reformed Electoral Process   : 


Nigeria as a product of the West had never had it so good politically since the forced union of her several segments. This was not so before their contact with the West as “… what became Nigeria had known one another and had exchanged not only trade goods but customs and traditions” (Onyejekwe, 117), yet no cases of political intimidation despite their divergent tongues.



Sometimes people began to ask why it has been so. Where could it lead Nigeria to? These questions were really disturbing and whoever thought good for Nigeria could not keep quiet. Nigeria despite that it was not a collective bargaining of the entire nationalities to be one indivisible nation as it has been made by the British; it has been a successful union of the various language groups



A relationship that is moving towards celebrating its centenary of existence could be said to be a wonderful one and could not afford mismanagement of its political affairs. This has been the reason one believes, why the President, Alhaji Umaru Musa Yar’adua thought it wise to inaugurate the Electoral Reform Committee that had already completed and submitted its report.



Since the report has not been signed into law, this paper will still be valued. It is at the right time for Nigeria had had several unsuccessful elections because the people assigned to manage the elections were corrupt. They therefore mismanaged the nation’s electoral process and as such producing Governments that generated controversy which further gave rise to mismanagement of the nation’s resources.


As corrupt as the Electoral Officers were, they therefore evolved evil practices that disenfranchised many people during the elections leading to recording of few voters at the election days. According to Rode, “The most obvious measure of democracy is universal suffrage; the right of all citizens to vote” (1983). This is obtainable in United States, Britain, France, Germany to say but a few while it is reverse in Nigeria. The Electoral Officers of Nigeria did not only disenfranchise many of the possible voters by their actions, they went on pronouncing results different from the actual results recorded at the polling boots if any. This was the beginning of Nigeria’s political problems.
The politicians having been fraudulently announced winners of various political positions and subsequently sworn into offices, they felt that they were not accountable to the people with the feeling that no one voted them in, and therefore did any thing they could to impoverish the people they supposed to protect by mismanaging every thing including human beings.



Now that Nigeria has another opportunity to reform her electoral process, Nigeria should borrow a leaf from the traditional Igbo electoral process whereby the diviners were not left out. According to Oriaku, “One of the ways through which Government ensures that elections are free and fair is the establishment of an independent non-political organization known as Electoral Commission”(179). It was true that some of the federating units in Nigeria were republicans before the amalgamation of 1914. It should also be understood that their way of appointing electoral and judicial officers were different from present Nigeria way as inherited from her colonial masters. Nigeria should learn from China that believes that modernity should move along with the old. She should not undermine the role of diviners during the appointment of Electoral Officers.



Involving diviners when appointing Electoral Officers means that whoever that is entrusted with the appointment, have to nominate possible candidates who will now be subjected to spiritual scrutiny. Spiritual scrutiny to be done by diviners through the process of divination is to seek the views of the nation’s ancestors on the capability of the nominated candidates, in handling the huge electoral works and resisting all possible temptations that might come his or her way to pervert the noble ideas of Nigeria’s founding fathers.


It should be born in mind that this nation belongs to both the living and the dead and of course, the dead (the ancestors of this nation) who are higher than the living know better and should therefore make better choices. It then means that whoever the diviners choose by inquiring of the spirits through divination, will perform better. Nigerians should not think that the founding fathers of their independence are dead and are no longer part of Nigeria. They are at Aso Rock Villa and at the state and local government houses guiding and watching the leaders. 



The process of spiritual scrutiny should also be extended to different parties’ nominees for election proper. This will ensure that all the candidates from all the political parties are credible people, that whoever gets the people’s votes, much should be expected of he or her. And of course when the elected officers are subjected to such scrutiny, when they want to select the team with which they would like to work with, they will extend same to them, thereby having full confidence of the members of their teams.   


In support of this, Zahan says that “There is need to consult a diviner to find out what would become of the journey, different ways to safety…” (p.90) Nigeria’s electoral reform is like a journey of course and the personalities to be appointed need to be scrutinized by credible diviners. It should be understood that the outcome of Nigeria’s Anglophone nearest neighbour, Ghana’s recent election was predicted by a Seer, Prophet Joshua as testified by present Ghanaian President, Prof John Atama in Emmanuel Television. Also Juhan Jayne (on the web, retrieved on the 20th march, 2007) and quoted by Anedo, 
 confirms that “Chinese Government planning relied on divination for long range strategy” (p.38).It is believed that if Nigerian Government should involve diviners in her electoral process as the idea of appointing officers without first inquiring or seeking the opinion of the nation’s ancestors is alien to African political culture hence crises prone electoral process in Nigeria.

Conclusion:


By all implications, Nigeria is the pride of Africa except in organization of her elections. It is clear that the beginning of declaring a nation as giant of other nations is when that nation begins to conduct her elections effectively and efficiently. As at now, Nigeria lacks this quality due to faulty electoral process and as such, should not be proclaimed giant of Africa. Once she can not stand on her two legs in election matters, she is out of the game. For a nation to be stable, its electoral process must be stable. This is demanded of Nigeria today. For Nigeria to achieve this stride, she should go for apprenticeship under Ghana and South Africa, her African friends that conducted their elections free and fair. When Nigeria learns lessons from these two nations, they now sit down and evolve their own electoral process imbibing what this paper has suggested.



There is need to recognize the diviners and their activities by Government at all levels specially during the appointment of Electoral Officers, nominees from the political parties, members of Electoral Tribunals and for the conduct of elections proper. This will go a long way in having credible elections and in giving sincere judgement over election cases that might arise if any in Nigeria. 



This should not end only in electoral process as corruption has eaten deep into the fabrics of Nigerian system. Recognition and employment of diviners and their activities in all Government ministries will help the government in planning and execution of government business. It will help on the security apparatus of the government and make the work of the judiciary easier. It will not only help in detecting or selecting qualified candidates to head all levels of government, it will play an advisory role in appointing ministers, commissioners and directors of boards of ministries.


In-as-much –as there are spirits that checkmate the activities of the diviners, government should create ministry of divination and or association of diviners. These agencies will then checkmate the activities of fraudulent ones. The government also has to create divination departments and or courses in divination in the nation’s universities. This will help the illiterate ones among them to be literate. It will therefore enhance their operation. Creation of courses in divination will also make it easy for those who may wish to learn the art of divination to do so. When more people learn about the language and interpretation of the signs, it will be difficult for experts in the field to defraud clients or be high jacked by politicians. Having gone far in this subject, it is interesting to state that a family, a community, and even a nation cannot afford mistakes in the management of their resources. Such mistakes lead a family, a people or a nation to crises. So to avoid this ugly trend, governments of the federation of Nigeria and other African countries should accord official recognition to diviners and their services especially as it concerns the electoral process, the success of which ensures stability in any nation.   
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